Horan-O'Donnell Building To Be Initial Step Toward Quadrangle

Other Halls Also Planned

Directors Vision Chapel, Faculty Residence to Complete Campus

The new Horan-O'Donnell Building, widely publicized as the Villa's monument to science, will most probably be constructed during the coming year. Various technical difficulties, encountered while planning the structure have necessitated the delay in the plans.

Canisius Grads Plan Building

At the left is pictured the architect's sketch of the proposed Horan-O'Donnell Science Building, which for unforeseen technical reasons has been postponed for 1939 construction. The new building will be truly Canisian. The architect is Joseph F. Fronezak of the Class of '19, and in the long period of planning and replanning, he has been ably assisted by Fletcher Burke, of the Class of '01 and Daniel P. Moynihan, of the Class of '19, in the many engineering details.